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Abstract
Background: To date, only short-duration metabolic rate measurements of less than four hours have been used to
evaluate prediction equations for calculating energy requirements in healthy infants. Therefore, the objective of this
analysis was to utilize direct 24-hour metabolic rate measurements from a prior study to evaluate the accuracy of
several currently used prediction equations for calculating energy expenditure (EE) in healthy infants.
Methods: Data from 24-hour EE, resting (RMR) and sleeping (SMR) metabolic rates obtained from 10 healthy
infants, served as a reference to evaluate 11 length-weight (LWT) and weight (WT) based prediction equations. Six
prediction equations have been previously derived from 50 short-term EE measurements in the Enhanced
Metabolic Testing Activity Chamber (EMTAC) for assessing 24-hour EE, (EMTACEE-LWT and EMTACEE-WT), RMR
(EMTACRMR-LWT and EMTACRMR-WT) and SMR (EMTACSMR-LWT and EMTACSMR-WT). The last five additional
prediction equations for calculating RMR consisted of the World Health Organization (WHO), the Schofield (SCHLWT and SCH-WT) and the Oxford (OXFORD-LWT and OXFORD-WT). Paired t-tests and the Bland & Altman limit
analysis were both applied to evaluate the performance of each equation in comparison to the reference data.
Results: 24-hour EE, RMR and SMR calculated with the EMTACEE-WT, EMTACRMR-WT and both the EMTACSMRLWT and EMTACSMR-WT prediction equations were similar, p = NS, to that obtained from the reference
measurements. However, RMR calculated using the WHO, SCH-LWT, SCH-WT, OXFORD-LWT and OXFORD-WT
prediction equations were not comparable to the direct 24-hour metabolic measurements (p < 0.05) obtained in
the 10 reference infants. Moreover, the EMTACEE-LWT and EMTACRMR-LWT were also not similar (p < 0.05) to
direct 24-hour metabolic measurements.
Conclusions: Weight based prediction equations, derived from short-duration EE measurements in the EMTAC,
were accurate for calculating EE, RMR and SMR in healthy infants.

Background
There are many prediction equations currently in use to
calculate energy requirements in healthy infants [1-4].
These are popular among many health care practitioners
due to their ease of use. For many of these equations
only length and weight of the infants need to be measured prior to calculations. Some of the most commonly
utilized equations for infants include those from the
World Health Organization [1], Schofield [2] and
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Oxford [3]. However, some of these prediction equations [1,2] were based on limited data obtained over
80 years ago utilizing non-standardized techniques [3,5].
Derivation of all of these prediction equations [1-4]
were based on short-term metabolic measurements. For
example, only 30-45 minute measurements of resting
metabolic rates in individuals were utilized for the derivation of the World Health Organization [1], Schofield
[2] and Oxford equations [3]. In an attempt to improve
the accuracy of calculating energy requirements for
infants, new prediction equations derived and published
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from our laboratory [4] were based on 50 four-hour
morning metabolic measurements in the Enhanced
Metabolic Testing Activity Chamber (EMTAC).
The EMTAC was applied in the first ever direct
24-hour measurement of energy expenditure, resting and
sleeping metabolic rates in both healthy [6] and in those
infants recovering from malnutrition [7]. The aim of this
analysis was to use data from previously published direct
24-hour metabolic measurements in healthy infants [6]
as a reference to evaluate 11 prediction equations for calculating 24-hour energy expenditure, resting and sleeping
metabolic rates [1-4].

Methods
Subjects

Data from 10 healthy full term formula fed (Carnation®
Good Start with iron) infants that were part of a previous study of 24-hour metabolic rate [6] were utilized
to evaluate several prediction equations for calculating
24-hour energy expenditure (EE), resting (RMR) and
sleeping (SMR) metabolic rates. The ethnic mix of the
healthy infants consisted of nine Hispanics and one
Afro-American. All anthropometric, growth performance [8] and 24-hour metabolic data for the 10
healthy reference infants used in this evaluation are
shown in Table 1. The 24-hour metabolic data utilized
in this analysis was from a published study previously
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Miami
Children’s Hospital, Miami Florida, USA [6].
Direct measurement of 24-hour metabolic rate

Each of the 10 reference infants spent 24-hours in the
Enhanced Metabolic Testing Activity Chamber
(EMTAC) for measurement of energy expenditure, resting and sleeping metabolic rate as previously published
from our laboratory [6]. However, a brief description of
the methodology is provided. Prior to each metabolic
Table 1 Anthropometric, growth performance and
metabolic data (Mean ± SD) for the healthy reference
infants [6]
Parameter

N = 10

Males/Females

7/3

Age (months)

5.0 ± 0.8

Length (cm)

68.8 ± 2.8

BMI (kg/m2)

15.5 ± 1.5

Length-for-age percentile

81.5 ± 14.3

Weight-for-age percentile

65.0 ± 21.0

Weight-for-length percentile

27.5 ± 23.1

24-h Energy expenditure (kcal/kg/d)

78.7 ± 8.4

Resting metabolic rate (kcal/kg/d)

66.0 ± 3.5

Sleeping metabolic rate (kcal/kg/d)

65.0 ± 3.4

measurement the EMTAC was calibrated with standard
gases with a known concentration of oxygen and carbon
dioxide. Furthermore, parents were given instruction on
how to interact with their infants and were given time
to practice using the hand access ports prior to metabolic testing. Each infant was placed in the EMTAC for
24-hours from 9:30 AM till 9:29 AM the following day
for continuous measurements of energy expenditure
(EE; kcal/min), physical activity (PA; oscillations in
weight/min/kg body weight) and the respiratory quotient (RQ:VCO2/VO2). Any supplies such as diapers, formula, baby food or toys were placed in the EMTAC in
hanging bags before the start of the test. Parents continued to formula feed their infants at their discretion during metabolic testing.
Energy expenditure (kcal/min) was continuously calculated during metabolic testing according to the method
of Jequier [9] and summarized every five minutes as
described previously [10].
There were no restrictions in regards to room lighting,
feeding or interaction of the infant or with any of the
activities of the family during the entire testing procedure. One of the four investigators (RR, MC, DD and
SV) acted as observers on rotating eight hour shifts and
recorded all infant activities such as infant feedings, periods of observed sleep and amount of parental interaction during the entire 24-hour testing period.
At the conclusion of each metabolic test, all metabolic
data were corrected for parental interaction, prior to the
calculation of resting (RMR; kcal/kg/d) and sleeping
metabolic rates (SMR; kcal/kg/d). This involved eliminating any five-minute EE summary period where parents interacted with their infants. Thereafter, RMR was
calculated by regressing EE on PA, multiplying the
resulting y-intercept by 1440 (minutes in 24-hours).
Twenty-four hour SMR was calculated by retaining all
EE periods between 11:30 PM and 5:30 AM where the
index of PA was less than or equal to 1.5 and the infant
was observed to be asleep. The mean of these EE periods was multiplied by 1440. This is similar to the methodology used for calculating SMR in adults [11]. All
metabolic results were expressed as kcal/kg/d.
Calculations

Twenty-four hour energy expenditure, RMR and SMR
were estimated from 11 previously published prediction
equations, utilizing the length and weight of the 10
reference infants (Table 1), in order to allow for comparisons between indirect calculations and the direct
24-hour measurement of the energy expenditure components. More specific, six of these equations (Table 2)
were from a previous study in our laboratory [4] where
50 short-term metabolic measurements in infants of
four-hours in the EMTAC were used in their derivation.
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Table 2 Current prediction equations for infants 0-3
years of age used in our analysis
Source

Sex

Prediction equation (kcal/kg/d)

EMTACEE-WT

Males or
females

(98.1 × WT ) - 121.7

EMTACEE-LWT

Males or
females

(10.7 × L) + (73.3 × WT) - 635.1

EMTACRMR-WT Males or
females

(84.5 × WT) - 117.3

EMTACRMRLWT

(10.1 × L) + (61.0 × WT) - 605.1

Males or
females

EMTACSMR-WT Males or
females

(73.3 × WT) - 72.6

EMTACSMRLWT

Males or
females

(7.6 × L) + (55.6 × WT) - 440.7

WHO

Males

(60.9 × WT) - 54.0

Females

(61.0 × WT) - 51.0

SCH-WT

Males
Females

(59.5 × WT) - 30.3
(58.3 × WT) - 31.1

SCH-LWT

Males

(0.2 × WT) + (1517.4 × (L/100)) 617.6

Females

(16.3 × WT) + (1023.2 × (L/100)) 413.5

OXFORD-WT
OXFORD-LWT

Males

(61.0 × WT) - 33.7

Females

(58.9 × WT) - 23.1

Males

(28.2 × WT) + (859.0 × (L/100)) 371.0

Females

(30.4 × WT) + (703 × (L/100)) -287.0

These consisted of two equations for 24-hour EE based
on both length and weight (EMTACEE-LWT) and
weight (EMTACEE-WT), two equations for RMR based
on both length and weight (EMTACRMR-LWT) and
weight (EMTACRMR-WT) and finally, two equations
for SMR based on both length and weight (EMT
ACSMR-LWT) and weight (EMTACSMR-WT). Additionally, five other prediction equations (Table 2) [1-3]
such as the World Health Organization (WHO), Schofield length-weight based (SCH-LWT), Schofield weightbased (SCH-WT), Oxford length-weight based
(OXFORD-LWT) and Oxford weight-based (OXFORDWT) were also compared to direct 24-hour resting
(basal) metabolic rates [6] derived from the EMTAC.
Statistical Analysis

All data were analyzed with SPSS software (v13; Chicago,
IL) and expressed as Mean ± Standard Deviation (SD) at
the 5% level of probability (p < 0.05). The 24-hour data
from the reference infants was normally distributed as
previously published [6] therefore parametric statistics
was utilized for the data analysis. Moreover, the sample
size was appropriate for this analysis based on the results
from previous short [4,10,12] and long term [6,7] metabolic studies with the EMTAC instrument.
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Two different statistical analyses were conducted utilizing the anthropometric and sex data from the 10 healthy
reference infants. First, paired t-tests were performed to
compare the metabolic results calculated using the
EMTACEE-LWT, EMTACEE-WT, EMTA CRMR-LWT,
EMTACRMR-WT, EMTACSMR-LWT, EMTACSMRWT, WHO, SCH-LWT, SCH-WT, OXFORD-LWT and
OXFORD-WT prediction equations [1-4] to the respective 24-hour measured metabolic parameter from the
EMTAC [6]. Second, the Bland and Altman limit analysis
[13] was also performed to determine agreement between
the reference metabolic parameter determined for 24hours in the EMTAC to that calculated with each of the
prediction equations being evaluated [13]. This involves
taking the average between each reference and respective
calculated value ((reference + calculated value/2) for each
infant and comparing the mean result across all 10
infants to the mean differences (reference - calculated
value) between that particular reference and respective
calculated value. Mean differences with a close proximity
to zero (no differences between the reference and calculated values) suggests good agreement while mean differences close to two standard deviations from zero (large
differences between reference and calculated values) suggest poor agreement [13].
All metabolic data were expressed as kcal/kg/d where
necessary by dividing the results from each of the prediction equations by the infant’s body weight in kg.

Results
Energy expenditure (EE), resting (RMR) and sleeping
metabolic rates (SMR) of the 10 healthy reference infants
used for this evaluation, as directly measured for 24hours in the EMTAC, are shown in Table 1. Calculated
results from the EMTACEE-WT, EMTACRMR-WT,
EMTACSMR-WT and EMTACSMR-LWT prediction
equations were in agreement (p = NS) with that obtained
for the reference infants (Table 3). The percentage difference from the 10 healthy reference infants that had direct
24-hour metabolic rate measurements was less than 5%
when utilizing these prediction equations for calculating
24-hour EE, RMR and SMR (Table 3). This was further
verified by the fact that the mean differences calculated
utilizing the Bland and Altman limit analysis method had
a close proximity to zero or were close to the mean value
(Table 3).
Calculated results from the EMTACEE-LWT,
EMTACRMR-LWT, WHO, SCH-LWT, SCH-WT,
OXFORD-LWT, OXFORD-WT prediction equations
were not in agreement (p < 0.05) with that obtained for
the reference infants (Table 4). The percentage difference from the 10 healthy reference infants that had
direct 24-hour metabolic rate measurements was greater
than 11% when utilizing these prediction equations for
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Table 3 Statistical analysis for prediction equations that are in agreement with direct 24-hour metabolic
measurements
Prediction

Value

equation

Difference1

P

Agreement2

(Mean ± SD)

(%)

(Paired T-test)

(Bland & Altman ± 2SD)

EMTACEE-WT

81.3 ± 1.8

4.5 ± 12.0

0.42

2.6 ± 19.6

EMTACRMR-WT

65.0 ± 3.9

4.0 ± 7.9

0.16

2.4 ± 9.8

EMTACSMR-WT

63.3 ± 1.1

-2.2 ± 7.4

0.23

-1.7 ± 9.6

EMTACSMR-LWT

66.7 ± 2.4

3.0 ± 8.2

0.29

1.8 ± 10.0

1

= ((calculated value from the corresponding prediction equation-reference metabolic parameter/reference metabolic parameter)*100).
2
= Proximity to zero calculated as the difference between the reference metabolic parameter and the calculated value from the corresponding prediction
equation (± 2 standard deviations) [13].

calculating 24-hour EE and RMR (Table 4). This was
further verified by the fact that average differences calculated utilizing the Bland and Altman limit analysis
method were close to, or over two standard deviations
from the mean (Table 4).

Discussion
This is the first time were direct 24-hour energy expenditure measurements in healthy infants with a standardized
methodology [6], was used as a reference to test the accuracy of several previously published prediction equations
[1-4] for calculating 24-hour energy expenditure, resting
and sleeping metabolic rates. In this comparison the
weight based prediction equations for calculating
24-hour energy expenditure, resting and sleeping metabolic rates, derived from the short-duration metabolic
measurements in the EMTAC, agreed with their respective reference values. Moreover, the length-weight based
prediction equation for sleeping metabolic rate, derived
from similar metabolic measurements in the EMTAC,
also agreed with its respective reference value. However,
neither of the length-weight based prediction equations
for calculating resting and sleeping metabolic rate, as
derived from short-duration metabolic measurements in
the EMTAC, were in agreement with their respective

reference values. Finally, the World Health Organization,
Schofield or Oxford prediction equations for calculating
resting metabolic rate were not in agreement with the
respective reference values. Some of the problems
encountered in the derivation of these early equations
included data obtained from measurements utilizing
closed circuit indirect calorimetry [3]. There were many
problems associated with the closed circuit technique
including the absorption of carbon dioxide not allowing
for the calculation of the respiratory quotient [14], hyperventilation due to the subject knowledge of air being recirculated and no direct measurement of oxygen.
Furthermore, most of the laboratory technicians did not
record whether the subject was post absorptive and/or in
a relaxed state prior to resting metabolic rate measurements. Moreover, many of the early measurements of
resting metabolic rate were not conducted in a thermoneutral environment where the room temperature was
kept between 22-27 degrees C [15]. Finally, a lot of the
data were obtained in a limited number of ethnic groups.
For example, much of the data utilized to derive the
Schofield equations included a disproportionately large
number Italians who have been found to have a higher
resting metabolic rate per kg body weight [16]. As a
result, the Schofield equations tended to over-estimate

Table 4 Statistical analysis for prediction equations that are not in agreement with direct 24-hour metabolic
measurements
Difference1

P

Agreement2

(Mean ± SD)

(%)

(Paired T-test)

(Bland & Altman ± 2SD)

86.6 ± 3.3

11.2 ± 12.7

<0.01

7.9 ± 19.2

Prediction

Value

Equation
EMTACEE-LWT
EMTACRMR-LWT

73.3 ± 3.2

11.4 ± 9.3

<0.01

7.3 ± 11.2

WHO

53.6 ± 0.8

-18.6 ± 5.5

<0.01

-12.4 ± 8.2

SCH-WT

54.9 ± 0.8

-16.6 ± 5.1

<0.01

-11.1 ± 7.6

SCH-LWT

57.9 ± 5.6

-12.2 ± 9.0

<0.01

-8.1 ± 11.8

OXFORD-WT

56.2 ± 0.6

-14.7 ± 5.2

<0.01

-9.9 ± 7.6

OXFORD-LWT

58.1 ± 3.1

-11.9 ± 6.2

<0.01

-8.0 ± 8.6

1

= ((calculated value from the corresponding prediction equation-reference metabolic parameter/reference metabolic parameter)*100).
= Proximity to zero calculated as the difference between the reference metabolic parameter and the calculated value from the corresponding prediction
equation (± 2 standard deviations) [13].
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resting metabolic rate in many tropical ethnic groups by
as much as 25% [5]. The minor ethnic group differences
in body composition might also contribute to the World
Health Organization [1] and Schofield [2] equations over
estimating resting metabolic rate in many ethnic groups
today [17].
In a previous study in our laboratory [4] we derived new
prediction equations for calculating 24-hour energy expenditure, resting and sleeping metabolic rates in healthy
infants utilizing the EMTAC instrument. Moreover, all
metabolic measurements were conducted under standard
conditions [4] at the same time in the morning between
9:00 AM and 1:00 PM. It is possible that variations in
energy expenditure over the course of 24-hours, as shown
by the presence of the metabolic circadian rhythm [6],
might contribute to inherent inaccuracies when utilizing
the World Health Organization [1], the Schofield [2] and
the Oxford [3] prediction equations. Moreover, the metabolic measurement period of less than one hour might
have also contributed to the inherent inaccuracies in these
equations [1-3]. Despite using only the first four hours of
metabolic data, the fact that measurements were conducted at the same time of day and were run at least three
additional hours, as compared to the length of measurement when the World Health Organization [1], Schofield
[2] and Oxford [3] prediction equations were derived,
might have improved the consistency and accuracy of the
metabolic data in the derivation of our new weight-based
equations [4]. This is most likely due to the inclusion of
some periods of increased physical activity and sleep in
the infants [4]. This is further substantiated by the fact the
infants have a two to four hour sleep-wake cycle between
birth and six months of age [18].
These preliminary results suggest that the World
Health Organization [1], the Schofield [2] and the
Oxford [3] prediction equations may not be suitable for
calculating caloric requirements in infants. Furthermore,
both of the length-weight equations derived with the
EMTAC instrument [4] for calculating energy expenditure and resting metabolic rate, respectively, were also
not suitable for use in healthy infants. Moreover, these
results suggest that additional 24-hour metabolic measurements need to be conducted in a greater number of
infants from various ethnic groups. This will allow derivation of new equations that will be accurate for calculating energy requirements in healthy infants,
accounting for all the metabolic variations that occur
over a 24-hour period. Moreover, infants with various
clinical disorders also need to be included such as those
from our prior study in infants suffering from primary
and secondary malnutrition [7].
In general both the length-weight prediction equations
derived with the EMTAC instrument tended to over-estimate their respective metabolic parameters. This might
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be due to the fact that metabolic measures were performed in the morning [10,12], possibly representing the
infants most active part of the day. This is further verified
by the direct 24-hour metabolic measurements that
showed a lower energy expenditure and physical activity
during the evening and early morning hours [6]. However, the World Health Organization [1], the Schofield
[2] and the Oxford [3] prediction equations greatly
underestimated resting metabolic rate. The lack of standardized methods, limited number of subjects less than
six-months old and some of the data being obtained over
80 years ago probably contributed to errors in their derivation and consistent under estimates in resting metabolic rate when utilized in today’s infants.

Conclusions
This is the first time actual 24-hour metabolic measurements in the Enhanced Metabolic Testing Activity
Chamber (EMTAC) were used as a reference to evaluate
several previously published prediction equations. We
found those prediction equations by the World Health
Organization, Schofield and Oxford, as well as the two
length-weight based prediction equations from the
EMTAC instrument, were inaccurate. However, the
weight based prediction equations derived from our previous short-term metabolic measurements of four-hours
in the EMTAC were accurate for calculating energy
requirements in healthy infants up to six months of age.
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